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Port Designs MANHATTAN backpack (170227)
Backpack Trolley, f / 15.6'' Laptops, Black, FULL 1680D Nylon/ Dot Nylon, 2235g
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 54.95 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 11.54 €

Product details:
Product code: 170227
EAN: 3567041702272
Manufacturer: Port Designs

66.49 €
* VAT included
A backpack who combining the characteristics of a backpack and a trolley. It offers an ideal protection for your 15.6''
laptop thanks to a foam reinforced bottom. Your tablet will find its place in the pocket which is specially dedicated to her.
To protect your back from the wheels when using the Manhattan in backpack mode a foam flap is integrated. . The
double front pocket allows you to slip in it all your accessories, A4 documents and keep a permanent access to them.
your power adaptor will stay safe in dedicated compartment. Our Manhattan backpack will offer you a better capacity
than the previous Manhattan backpack, you can carry all your things. An integrated telescopic handle is composed of
two sections to high-strength aluminium. Two silent ball bearing wheels allow you to go unnoticed.
Main specifications:

Features
Material:
Colour of product:
Maximum screen size compatibility:

Nylon
Black
15.6 "

Weight & dimensions
Width:
Depth:
Height:
Weight:

340 mm
305 mm
565 mm
2235 g

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

